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Abstract
Shape distortions during constrained sintering experiment of bi-layer porous and dense cerium
gadolinium oxide (CGO) structures have been modeled. Technologies like solid oxide fuel cells require
co-firing thin layers with different green densities, which often exhibit differential shrinkage because of
different sintering rates of the materials resulting in undesired distortions of the component. An analytical
model based on the continuum theory of sintering has been developed to describe the kinetics of
densification and distortion in the sintering processes. A new approach is used to extract the material
parameters controlling shape distortion through optimizing the model to experimental data of free
shrinkage strains. The significant influence of weight of the sample (gravity) on the kinetics of distortion
is taken in to consideration. The modeling predictions indicate good agreement with the results of
sintering of a bi-layered CGO system in terms of evolutions of bow, porosities and also layer thickness.
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I.

Introduction

Discretely graded ceramic multi-layers are considered to be promising material structures due to their
performances in the development of various energy efficient electromechanical systems

(1, 2)

. These

structures are often produced by laminating different porous layers and then sintering them together (cofiring). During co-firing of multi-layers, different densification rates can cause development of stresses
leading to defects like cracks and macrostructural distortions

(3-11)

. Asymmetric arrangement of layers

usually relaxes the mismatched stress evolutions by warping and hence creating instabilities in the shape
of the component. For example in the case of planar solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technologies, the
deformations in the shape of the components/cells reduce successful stack assembly, and thus it is not
desired. Therefore there is a growing interest for understanding how the intrinsic material properties can
affect the evolution of distortion in order to reduce the stress development and to allow components to be
produced with the desired shape after co-firing. In this study, this is studied through a combination of
sintering experiments and mechanical modeling.
The introduction of continuum mechanics with linear viscous material model for porous structures can be
seen as an important development in addressing the problem of shape distortions during co-firing of
ceramic layers (12, 13). Since then there have been a number of reported works that deal with distortions in
bi-layer ceramic systems. One of these is the work by Lu et al.(14) , in which the continuum model of
sintering is used to describe the kinetics of densification and curvature evolution, taking the effect of
particle coarsening and grain growth into consideration. Lu et al. also considered the impact of pore size
on the densification behavior of each layer into account. From beam theory, the stress and strain
distributions along the section of the layers are known to be linear, but in the model by Lu et al. a uniform
strain distributions are assumed over each layer, which may affect the accuracy of the model.
Detailed work on experimental observation of processing defects and the corresponding viscoelastic stress
computation for constrained densification of Alumina/Zirconia hybrid laminates has been published by
Cai et al.(3,

15)

After measuring the viscous properties of the constituent layers using cyclic loading

dilatometry, Cai et al. were able to model the bow evolution of bi-layers in good agreement with
experimental results. Cai et al. however did not consider the evolution of thickness of each layer during
densification, which is significant in the case of highly porous layers (8, 16).
The linear distribution of strains with the corresponding evolution of thicknesses in each layer has been
considered in the model suggested by Kanters et al.

(1)

. Kanters et al. reported a good agreement of the

model prediction of curvature evolution for two types of bi-layer samples made from nanocrystalline
yttria-stabilized zirconia with different thicknesses.
Kang et al.

(4)

used the models proposed by Cai et al. and Kanters et al. to study a bi-layered system of

Gadolinium-doped ceria and a cermet of Nickel oxide in a backbone structure of Yttria stabilized
zirconia. In both cases, they found a good agreement of distortion evolutions with the measurements
during the sintering. In a similar way, Ollagnier et al.(8) compared the models of Cai et al. and Kanters et
al. on bi-layers of porous and dense low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) with different initial
thickness ratios. Unlike Kang et al., they found a significant discrepancy between the model predictions
and the measurements of camber for which anisotropy of sintering parameters, effects of gravity and
heating rates were suggested as a cause. Ollagnier et al. also showed the influence of ratio of initial
thicknesses of the bi-layered system on the amount of camber after the sintering. The importance of
gravity is also suggested by Mücke et al.(2) after their experimental observations on SOFC samples
prepared from 8YSZ. Mücke et al. compared curvature evolutions of two samples sintered in vertical and
horizontal positions. They observed reduction in the camber development in the case of horizontally
sintered sample in which the effect of gravity is significant (2).
Modeling the mismatch stresses and curvature of bi-layered structures with the help of experimental
characterization of the viscous properties of each layer using cyclic load dilatometry has also been
reported by Chiang et al.(5) and Ravi and Green (9) .

Often experimental characterizations of the viscous behavior of each layer are used to model the
curvature evolution during the sintering process. This requires another set of creep experiments to
independently measure the viscous behaviors of individual layers
techniques like cyclic loading (5,

9)

(3 - 10)

. In most of the works reported,

and sinter forging (4) are usually used. Cologna et al. (17) also proposed

another technique, called vertical sintering, in which the sample is allowed to sinter vertically under the
influence of its own gravity. A similar way of determining the viscosity of each layer by measuring the
maximum deflection rate for beams of porous materials that are allowed to deform under their own
weight or under applied loads was also suggested by Atkinson et al and Lee et al.(18, 19). Alternative to
these experiments, the capabilities of proven modeling approaches, like the Skorohod Olevsky Viscous
Sintering (SOVS) model

(12, 13)

, could also be used together with one sintering experiment conducted

simultaneously for individual layers and asymmetric bi-layer so as to study the kinetics of densification in
the free layers and shape distortions in the bi-layer system.
The effect of differential shrinkage is explained very well to be the factor controlling distortion. But as the
studies by Mücke et al. and Ollagnier et al. showed the weight of the sample (gravity) also affects the rate
of distortion by being an additional factor generating creep in the porous layers. Thus with all the
important contributions from the works cited, it is still necessary to modify the modeling approaches so as
to improve the accuracy of the predictions while maintaining them simple. The work by Frandsen et al.
(16)

, from which the basis for the modeling approach adopted in this study, is built on a viscous analogy of

classical laminate theory, where the effect of weight of the sample (gravity) on the distortion is
considered.
The objective of this study is to present an alternative way of obtaining material parameters that control
shape distortion from a single dilatometry experiment so as to model kinetics of densification and
distortion in the bi-layer system. Improved modeling approaches are used in such a way that the effect of
weight of the sample on the distortion evolution is considered to be another stress generating factor in
addition to the differential shrinkage. Also the thickness evolutions in each layer are considered through

the effective densification of each layer in the thickness directions. The approach is applied to obtain the
kinetics of shrinkage and bow development during the sintering of porous and dense cerium gadolinium
oxide, Ce0.9 Gd0.1 O1.95-d, (CGO) layers with the help of analytical methods implemented in Matlab.

II.

Cosintering Model

The analysis is made based on continuum theory of sintering, which describes the macrostructural
behavior of a porous body during sintering. It relates the external load to the strain rate by nonlinear
viscous constitutive relationship

(12, 13)

. The continuum model for linear relationship between the

equivalent stress and strain rates is given by:
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(1)

where  0 is the shear viscosity of the fully dense materials,  and  are the normalized shear and bulk
viscosities, PL is the effective driving potential for sintering or sintering stress,  ij the Kronecker delta and

 ij and e are the total and bulk strain rates respectively related to the stress tensor  ij (12,

13)

. The

normalized shear and bulk viscosities are considered to be functions of porosity or volume fractions of
voids in the porous body,  , see Eq. (2). The effective sintering stress is the product of normalized
sintering stress and local sintering stress, which is a function of surface energy per unit area,  , and grain
size, G, in the form shown by Eq. (3).
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The porosity evolution is related to the volumetric densification strain using the principle of mass
conservation as (12):

e



(4)

1

The axial shrinkage rate for freely sintering sample can be found from the general model in Eq. (1) using
the effective sintering stress, PL as:

f 

PL

(5)

60

The relationship between the stress tensor,  ij , and the viscous (creep-related) strain rate tensor,  ij , can
be deduced from Eq. (1) as (12):

 ij  20  ij  (  13  )e ij 

(6)

For a detailed description of the continuum theory of sintering, especially of its microstructural
assumptions, please refer the work by Olevsky

(12)

. Note that possible anisotropies of the sintering

parameters and of the pore-grain structure are not included in this analysis.
The shear viscosities of the fully dense bodies are assumed to vary with temperature, T, in each layer
according to the Arrhenius type of viscosity function, see Eq. (7), as suggested by Reiterer et al. (20) to be
suitable for the SOVS model.
 Qs 

 RT 

0  AT exp 

(7)

Here A is the pre-exponential constant, Qs the apparent activation energy for the range of density in
consideration irrespective of the specific transport mechanism associated with the material and R is the
universal gas constant.
The simultaneous grain growth during the sintering process can be considered using a function of time, t,
limited by the activation energy for grain growth, Qg, as shown in Eq. (8)

(21, 28)

. Here n is the grain

growth exponent depending on the creep or diffusion mechanism (e.g. n = 2 for Nabarro-Herring creep
and n = 3 for Coble creep) and ko is the pre-exponential constant (21).

 Qg 
G n  G0n  k0 exp 
t
 RT 

(8)

(1) Stresses in bi-layer system
Consider a bi-layer geometry consisting of thin dense layer over thick porous layer. The stresses
developed in the bi-layer system that lead to bending of the sample are assumed to be because of two
phenomena occurring simultaneously during co-firing. These are 1) creep due to stresses from differential
shrinkage and 2) creep induced by the sample own weight (gravity).
As shown by the schematics of a sectioned bi-layer system in Figure 1a, the relative difference in the rate
of shrinkage between a porous thick layer and dense thin layer creates the densification mismatch, which
leads to an internal in-plane force, Nf, and the bending moment, Mf. For the sample geometry the stress
normal to the interface is very small compared to the in-plane stresses (  z  0 ). So the relative difference
in shrinkage generates a biaxial state of sintering stress (    x   y ) and a bending moment that bends
the sample towards the porous layer. Considering the above assumptions in Eq. (6), the viscous or creep
strain rates,   , can be described using the biaxial stress:

    x   y 
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180
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18
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(10)

This phenomenon can be considered as a creep process due to the internal sintering stress where the
biaxial stress is linearly related to the viscosity of the porous body, Eb , which is the product of viscosity
of the fully dense material and a time dependent function of porosity, see Eq. (10)
work, positive curvature is defined when the sample bows towards the porous layer.

(16)

. Note that in this

Figure 1: Schematics showing stress in sintering of bi-layer structure (a) due to relative difference
in shrinkage & (b) due to creep induced by sample own weight.
Creep induced by the sample own weight, W, while it sinters is also another phenomena generating
stresses in the bi-layer structure. Unlike creep due to the internal sintering stress, which deforms the
structure towards the porous layer, creep due to the weight of the body will oppose the deformation (e.g.
negative curvature) of a flat sintering tape. The reason for this is explained schematically in Figure 1b.
Since the width of the sample is small compared to its length, the structure can be considered as a beam
with evenly distributed weight over its length. Therefore, the creep generates only a uniaxial state of
stress (    x ) due to the equivalent bending moment, Meq, which opposes the bending due to mismatch
of the sample. Consideration of these assumptions into Eq. (6) gives the corresponding viscous or creep
strain rates as:
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(12)

Here also the uniaxial stress is considered to be linearly proportional to other viscosity of the porous
body, Eu , which is again the product of viscosity of the fully dense material and another function of
porosity, see Eq. (12) (16).

(2) Kinetics of shrinkage and distortion in the bi-layer
In the present work, linear distribution of the constrained strain rate across the section of each layer is
assumed. This will represent the reality better than the uniform strain rate. The viscous analogy of
classical laminate theory has been used with the evolving curvature rate,  , and longitudinal strain rate,

 0 , to describe the linear strain rate distribution,  , across the thickness. This is shown in Eq. (13) with z
representing the vertical coordinate of a point in the layer.

  0   z

(13)

The corresponding distribution of stress is also linear with the generalized material viscosity, E  , which
depends on the evolving viscosity of the porous body, see Eqs. (10) and (12), and the difference between
the constrained,  , and free or unconstrained shrinkage rates,  f

(16)

.

  E   E(   f )  E( 0   z   f )
 Eb for biaxial stress
E  
 Eu for uniaxial stress

(14)

(15)

The free shrinkage rates are calculated using Eq. (5) and the longitudinal strain rates,  0 , and the
curvature rate,  , can be evaluated applying the equilibrium condition with the viscous analogy of
classical laminate theory corresponding to the stresses and the bending moments in both layers as (16):



 dz  0

(16)



 zdz  0

(17)

both layers

both layers

Therefore the constrained strain rate,  , can be obtained with the help of Eq. (13) for the coordinate
point defined by z. The evolving porosity,  , and the thickness, h, of each layer in the bi-layer are also
updated through time considering the total stress states in each layer during the co-firing.
The lateral contraction ratios,   , can be derived considering the viscous strains for each of the layers as
shown in Eq. (9) and (11). These parameters are related to porosity using the normalized shear and bulk
viscosities for each stress conditions as shown by Eq. (18).
 6
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   z  
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(18)

Thus in the SOVS model the lateral contraction ratios are independent of the material and only depend on
the porosity of the body. This is an assumption built into the SOVS framework, and in general these
parameters are difficult to measure as the lateral strain rate is small compared to other strain rate
components, i.e. the longitudinal strain rate and sintering strain rates.
The above approaches can be used to solve two parallel problems simultaneously accounting for the
biaxial stresses due to differential shrinkage and the uniaxial stresses induced by sample’s own weight
(gravity). The curvature evolution due to the weight of the sample could be approximated by assuming a
constant equivalent bending moment, Meq (16). The total curvature rate is then calculated simulating the
simultaneous effects in the same co-ordinate system. Further theoretical details and derivations of the
model described above can be found in Frandsen et al. (16).
All the information for shrinkages and curvature development can be integrated through time according to
the sintering profile used in the experiment if the viscosities of both layers at fully dense state,
i.e. 01 and 02 , and the grain growth kinetics in each layer, G1 and G2 , are known.

(3) Obtaining the constitutive parameters
In this work, an alternative approach to experimentations has been employed to find the viscous material
parameters required for modeling the shrinkage and curvature development observed during the entire
sintering process. This is achieved through first modeling the free shrinkage behaviors of individual
layers during the sintering process. The free densification strain rate,  f , can be described explicitly by
combining Eqs. (2), (3) and (5) with the fully dense body viscosity given by Eq. (7).

f 

3 
 Q   
exp  s  

8 AGT
 RT   1   

(19)

The surface energy per unit area in each layer can be estimated which is often in order of 1J/m2 for most
ceramic oxides

(1, 28)

. Consider a co-firing process with a temperature profile that constitutes an iso-rate

followed by isothermal stages. The grain sizes at the onset of the iso-rate sintering, i.e. G01 and G02 , and
those at the onset of isothermal temperature, e.g. G1 and G2 , could be used to estimate the grain growth
pre-exponential factors, k01 and k02 , see Eq. (8), if the activation energies for grain growth are known.
This would help to approximate the grain growth kinetics in the two layers during the entire sintering
process as per the sintering temperature profile.
The model predictions for free shrinkage strain rate,  f , in each layer can be optimized with the
respective experimental data. This can be done by starting the model simulations with realistic guesses of
the four unknown parameters of the two layers, i.e. A1 , A2 and Qs1 , Qs 2 . The unknown parameters can then
be identified as those providing the minimum deviation as per Eq. (20) between the experimental data and
model simulation.
1
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where  f is free shrinkage strain in the individual layers and the sum is taken over all N data points in
time. A similar methodology has been used by Garino and Bowen

(22)

to estimate the constrained

shrinkage of glass powders using free shrinkage measurement data and the viscous flow sintering model
suggested by Scherer

(23)

. Therefore the approach adopted here could be used to approximate the

temperature dependent viscous behaviors of fully dense bodies as per the Arrhenius type of viscosity
function given in Eq. (7) without the need for other creep experiments.

III.

Model verification and Discussion

In this study, the experimental data reported by De et al. (24) on tapes made from CGO (Rhodia S.A.,
France) with a specific surface area of 6.6 m2/g (d50 particle size 0.2 µm) are used for validating the
presented modeling approach. De et al. fabricated samples that consisted of two layers of CGO tapecasted on top of each other. One of the layers contained a significant amount of pre-calcined powder and
graphite powder (V-UF1 99.9, Graphit Kropfmühl, Germany) as a pore former and will be referred to as
CGO_P. The other layer has a higher relative density and will be referred to as CGO_D. At the beginning
of the sintering, the relative density and initial thickness of the porous layer was 23 vol% and 380 µm
respectively. The corresponding dense layer was 56 vol% dense and 27 µm thick initially. The dense and
porous tapes of length 24.5 mm and width 5.1 mm were laminated. The samples were subsequently cofired in a furnace with a temperature-time profile, which consists of iso-rate firing with 0.83oC/min from
400oC to 1100oC followed by an isothermal sintering at 1100oC for 4 hours. Individual samples of each
layer were also sintered in the same furnace in order to observe the free shrinkage of each layer. The
evolutions of curvature in the bi-layer sample and shrinkage of the free samples were recorded in-situ
using a high temperature furnace equipped with an optical dilatometer (Fraunhofer-Institute
Silicateforschung, Germany). SEM micrographs taken by De et al. are also used in this study.
From the sintering experiment considered in this study, the optimization procedure is applied on the two
freely sintered samples to estimate the viscous behaviors of the layers based on the pre-exponential

factors, i.e A1 and A2 , and the apparent activation energies, Qs1 and Qs 2 . The free shrinkage strains as a
function of time for CGO_P and CGO_D layers are shown in Figure 2. The porous layer, CGO_P shows
a faster and larger densification (close to 40%) than the dense layer, CGO_D, which shows less than 20%
of shrinkage.
Based on the optimization procedure applied on the free samples, Figure 2 again shows comparison
between results of the model and experimental data for free shrinkage strains. Shrinkage in the dense
layer is also observed to bypass the shrinkage in the porous layer for a short time range in the sintering
process. The model results are in good agreement with experimental free sintering strain data both for the
CGO_P and CGO_D layers.

Figure 2: Comparison of the model to the experimental data for free shrinkage strains
The parameters defining the viscous behaviors of each layer extracted from the optimization approach
followed in this study are shown in Table 1. Theoretically, the porous as well as dense layers should have
equal values of apparent activation energy, as they are same materials (CGO). But practically there might
be differences due to the fact that both layers were prepared with different additions. The other reason for
higher apparent activation energy in the case of CGO_D can be due to larger contribution of coarsening to

microstructural changes at higher sintered densities (21). The influence of grain growth on the viscosity of
the fully dense body is not explicitly considered in this work instead both parameters, A and Qs , are made
free in the fitting for each layer. This is made to lump the influence of grain growth into the viscosity
function, 0 (T ) . The above assumption of the viscosity function is also consistent with the work reported
by Reiterer et al. Note that no attempt has been made to link the Qs in Table 1 to a specific material
diffusion mechanism in CGO as suggested by Reiterer et al. Instead they are referred to be the apparent
activation energy for the entire densification ranges observed in each layer.
Table 1: Parameters defining the viscous behaviors of the layers
A (Pa.s)

Qs (kJ/mol)

CGO_P

0.71 ± 0.153

196 ± 4

CGO_D

0.03 ± 0.005

208 ± 3

The evolutions of uniaxial viscosities of the porous CGO_P and CGO_D as a function of temperature
estimated after the respective viscous parameters were found are shown in the Figure 3. The porous layer
is shown to have lower uniaxial viscosity compared to the dense one at low temperatures and evolves to
be higher than the dense layer at higher temperatures. This is consistent with the high rate of densification
observed in the porous layer towards higher temperatures. In addition, the trend in the evolution of the
viscosities are also consistent with the results reported by Reiterer et al. for ZnO showing the influence
of temperature at the beginning and the evolving density at higher temperatures. Note that although the
two layers are prepared from the same material (CGO), it is believed that the different additives to the
CGO_P affected the pore-grain interaction and hence it’s viscous behavior.
The contraction ratios are calculated using the porosity evolutions of each layer in the bilayer system and
are shown in Figure 4 for uniaxial as well as biaxial stress conditions. Note that the contraction ratio in
the biaxial stress condition has nothing to do with Poisson’s ratio as the later is defined for particular case

in viscous problems i.e. for uniaxial relaxation experiments

(25)

. The CGO_P layer is very porous in the

beginning of the sintering, and the lateral contraction ratios in Eq. 18 attain unrealistic low values.
Therefore minimum value of 0.1 has been imposed. This has no significant influence on the results.

Figure 3: Evolution of viscosity of the porous body of each layer , Eu , during the iso-rate sintering

Figure 4: Evolution of the lateral contraction ratios as a function of porosity

As mentioned earlier, creep experiments of single layered specimens could also have been used to obtain
these material parameters. This approach would lead to greater certainty on the viscosity of the individual
layer. It would however also require more extensive experimental work, as initial sintering of each layer
must be done separately before performing the creep experiments. In a continuous development of new
ceramic multi-layers the approach used here might be advantageous due to its simplicity.
While modeling the kinetics of shrinkage and distortion in the bi-layer system, the linear strain
distributions across each layer are implemented through the viscous analogy of classical laminate theory
which requires a perfect bonding between the bi-layers. This is confirmed by the SEM image observations
of a section of the bi-layer at the end of isothermal sintering, see Figure 5a. There were no sintering
defects such as cracks or de-lamination in the interface of the CGO_P and CGO_D layers and this was
found to be consistent with the studies by J. Jean et al.(26). Cross sectional images of the dense and porous
layers at 875oC after 2 hours of holding followed by quenching are also shown in Figure 5b and c. The
difference in the porosity can clearly be seen.

Figure 5: Cross sectional SEM images of the microstructures (a) CGO_D and CGO_P with no
defects, (b) CGO_D at 8750C after 2hrs and (c) CGO_P at 8750C after 2hrs.
Using the estimated evolutions of viscosity and grain size throughout the entire (iso - rate and isothermal)
sintering, densifications and the distortion development in the bi-layer system are modeled for the
prescribed temperature profile used in the experiment. The initial porosities in the bi-layer at the onset of
the sintering process are assumed to be comparable to the free samples as there were no prior sintering
activities. Table 2 shows the different parameters used in the modeling of the entire sintering process.

Table 2: Material parameters used to model densification and distortion in the bi-layer system
Parameter

CGO_P

CGO_D

Source

1

1

Estimated

Activation energy for grain growth (kJ/mol)

413

430

[27]

Initial mean grain size,G0 (µm)

0.3

0.25

[24]

Mean grain size at the holding temperature (µm)

1.0

1.25

Estimated

Initial mean porosity level (%)

77

44

[24]

2

Surface energy per unit area (J/m )

Initial thickness (µm)

380
3

Grain growth pre-exponential factors (m /s)

1.0 x 10

27
-7

1.1 x 10

[24]
-6

Fitted

The experimental measurements of shape distortion of the CGO_P/CGO_D bi-layer is shown in Figure 6
in terms of bow, u , which is related to curvature,

 , through the length of the sample. It is observed that

initially the bow bends towards the dense layer before turning to the porous layer. The effect of gravity is
also observed to be significant during the last hours of sintering mainly in the isothermal regime where a
decrease in the bow is clearly observed. This observation is also consistent with those seen by Ollagnier et
al.(8) .
The free sintering samples, especially the porous layer, are however shrinking throughout the experiment
as seen on Figure 2. Thus, if not for the gravity, the bow should increase throughout the experiment as
well. The reason for the reduction of the bow in the final hours is that the sintering rate of the layers
decreases, see Figure 2, but the effect of gravity remains constant. Thus, at the same point the bow rate
due to sintering decreases to be below the oppositely directed bow rate of gravity and hence the overall
bow decreases.
The model prediction for the distortion evolution shows a good agreement with experimental observation
as shown in Figure 6. The model captured the development of the bow towards the dense layer due to the
initial faster shrinkage observed in the CGO_D before it is reversed to the porous layer. The availability
of pre-calcined powders in the porous layer can make the average initial grain size in the CGO_P larger

than CGO_D slowing densification in the porous layer initially. This is followed by an initial curvature
increase towards the dense layer. Shortly after, however, the high amount of porosity and slower grain
growth in the porous layer allows faster densification in the CGO_P followed by curvature increase
towards the porous layer.
The model is also able to indicate the decreasing trend of the evolution of bow in the final hours of the
sintering due to gravity. For the sake of comparison, the modeling approach reported by Cai et al. is also
implemented parallel to the approach followed in this study, see Figure 6. It is clear to see the significance
of considering weight of the sample or gravity especially in the last hours of the sintering experiment
which is mainly in the isothermal regime. The influence of gravity in the iso-rate sintering is very small as
the comparison reflects a similar evolution of bow due to higher sintering activities in both layers. The
observed discrepancies between the model and experimental results in Figure 6 are believed to be caused
by friction between the sample support surface and of the sample edges while it deforms. Possible
anisotropies of densifications from the tape casting might also be an explanation.

Figure 6: Comparison of the model to the experimental data for distortion (u) during the entire
sintering

Apart from predicting the shape distortion, the model predictions of the final porosities are also in good
agreement with the results measured from the SEM studies, see Figure 7. As is expected, the porosity of
the CGO_P layer shows a fast and large reduction compared with the reduction of the dense layer,
CGO_D. Note that the model predicts only the average value as a function of time in each layer as the
porosity variation across the thickness of the layer is beyond the scope of this study. The impact of
constraint stress on the evolution of porosity in each layer has also been studied. Figure 8 shows the ratio
of porosity evolutions in the constrained and free samples as a function of time. The effect of constraint
related stress on the CGO_P is shown to be minor and the porosity evolution in the CGO_P is almost
unaffected. This is due to the magnitude of the constraint stress which is not large enough to affect the
porosity evolution. These results are consistent with the observations reported by Frandsen et al.

(16)

.

However, there is a significant retardation of porosity evolution in the thin CGO_D layer due to the
constraint from the highly shrinking thick CGO_P layer as observed in the final hours of the sintering
cycle.

Figure 7: Model predictions for porosity evolutions throughout the sintering process and
experimental measurements at the end of the sintering.

Figure 8: Ratio of porosities in the constrained and free samples during the entire sintering cycle
The large reduction of thickness for CGO_P layer and almost no reduction in thickness for the CGO_D
layer are also predicted by the model. The final thickness results predicted by the model agree with the
experimental data as shown in Figure 9. In the case of CGO_D a reduction of the thickness followed by
thickening of the layer is predicted by the model in the final stage of the sintering. The thickening of the
layer is found to be difficult to verify using the SEM images due to the small thickness changes (in order
of 1µm). However, this can be because of the compressive stress on the already dense CGO_D layer due
to the bending moment induced by the weight of the sample in the final stage of the sintering.

Figure 9: Model predictions for thickness evolutions throughout the sintering process and
experimental measurements at the end of the sintering.

IV.

Conclusions

Experimentally observed behaviors of shrinkage and bow development during sintering of bi-layer
sample of porous and dense cerium gadolinium oxide (CGO) layers were studied. With the help of the
new method proposed, data collected from one optical dilatometry experiment conducted simultaneously
for individual layers and asymmetric bi-layer porous structure was sufficient to model kinetics of
densification and shape distortion.
The viscous parameters, i.e. the pre-exponential factors and the apparent activation energies in the
Arrhenius-type viscosity function were first determined as those providing the least deviation between the
free shrinkage strains recorded in the experiment and those obtained by the model.
During the experiment, the bi-layer system is observed to have a reversal of the shape around half of the
sintering time and reduction in the bow mainly in the isothermal sintering. The first one is believed to be
because of an initial faster shrinkage in the dense layer due to the various additives. The reason for the
later reduction in the camber growth was deducted to be due to weight of the sample or gravity, because

the free sintering samples are observed to sinter throughout the experiment. However the influence of
gravity is shown to be minimal in the iso-rate sintering stage as there are high amount of sintering activity
in the porous thick layer.
The model is able to capture all the important phenomenon of shape changes observed during the
experiment. The significant evolution of layer thickness in the porous thick layer could also justify the
need to consider it in the modeling of curvature together with the corresponding linear distribution of
strain across the thickness.
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